Communism is Winning
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President Trump is running out of time to save his presidency. The last thing he wants to do is go down in history as the last Republican president, followed by a socialist one-party state. But these are the stakes.

In the latest development, Trump has replaced his campaign manager, a move that reflects his desperation as the November 3 election approaches. That leaves his liberal son-in-law, Jared Kushner, in charge. Kushner was a former business partner with George Soros and brought “former” communist Van Jones into the White House to work on “criminal justice reform” and “police reform.”

The new “official” Trump campaign manager is Bill Stepien, whose dubious credentials include serving as the national director for John McCain’s failed 2008 presidential campaign. The Washington Examiner says this effectively means that Kushner is in charge. The paper added, “The president's senior adviser and son-in-law has attracted the ire of the more conservative wings and the Bannonite, America First cadre of the Trump coalition. They believe he has dragged the president into more liberal positions — pushing through criminal justice reform, for example — while failing to understand the base of ‘deplorables’ who elected Trump in 2016.”

Sensing that President Trump is going down to defeat this November 3, Joe Biden’s handlers are growing more radical, now proposing to abolish “shareholder capitalism” and “transform” the nation. Analyst Kevin Freeman says about Biden’s call for transformation, an echo of what Barack Hussein Obama promised, that “It is a full-on dog-whistle of intention for progressive leftists (aka Marxist Revolutionaries).” He adds, “This is not a mindless statement from a benign old man facing dementia. This is the sole and entire purpose of the left and the intent goes far beyond simply minor course corrections in policy.”
This is the kind of analysis that Trump needs to hear. But many are skeptical that Kushner or Stepien will provide it – or that Trump will act on it. Some cite Trump’s reluctance to fire “expert” Dr. Anthony Fauci for his misleading and deadly advice about the coronavirus.

The secret of the China virus pandemic has been revealed by the South African Communist Party, in the new issue of their journal, *African Communist*, in an article about “harnessing” the power of the state to control the virus when the objective is to exercise total government control over peoples’ lives. The title is, “We welcome decisive state power on Covid-19!”

It is a lesson that “progressives” here have taken to heart.

The appropriate excerpts include, “A national state of disaster has been declared. This gives the state important powers to close borders, to refuse visas, to close schools, to stop gatherings of more than 100 people, and much more... our government is able to declare a national state of disaster with stringent measures including determined state interventions to restrict travel and other personal freedoms, and still receive widespread social support...”

Under these circumstances, the communists argue, why not use state power to intervene actively in other areas of human life, such as taking direct ownership of various industries or regulating other economic activities? The virus, in other words, provides the springboard for what Obama and now Biden are calling the “transformation” of the United States.

At this point, according to the “official” statistics, the China virus has infected about 3.5 million Americans and killed more than 136,000. Equally important, government actions at the federal, state, and local levels have decimated the American economy and thrown tens of millions of people out of work. But Trump White House Economic Adviser Larry Kudlow says China is still buying agricultural products from the U.S. It doesn’t sound like a good deal – corn for corpses, and more government control of our lives in the long run as a result of fighting the virus.
Fear is driving many to accept this version of socialism in America. But Trump has not been able to dispel the fear and is under pressure to issue a “national mask mandate,” despite controversy over their effectiveness.

On foreign policy, freedom in Hong Kong has been lost for good. Yet, the State Department seems preoccupied with China’s claims to the South China sea. It’s unlikely that the American people would support a war with China over these claims.

Increasingly, the U.S. looks like a paper tiger and China like a Red Dragon gobbling up the world.

“Is Taiwan the next Hong Kong,” many are asking. The answer seems to be yes and there’s nothing the U.S. can or will do about it. After all, Trump promised to get us out of -- and avoid -- foreign wars.

That leaves America powerless as China forges a military alliance with Iran that threatens the entire Middle East.

Meanwhile, Dr. Peter Vincent Pry argues that important Trump initiatives like the U.S. Space Force are being stymied by military bureaucrats and left-wing “arms control” organizations so that space-based missile defenses are not being deployed to protect the American people.

As if this wasn’t bad enough, Shane Tews of the American Enterprise Institute is warning that China is ‘leveraging policy and technology in an attempt to create a new
protocol [for the Internet] that is friendlier to Beijing’s goals and Chinese Communist Party ideals." One can expect Big Tech to go along.

In South Korea, in a sign of appeasement, President Moon Jae-in is targeting and suppressing human rights organizations which are distributing anti-regime leaflets through balloons to the people of North Korea.

Here at home, according to a “Conservative Action Project” memo, Attorney General William Barr has ordered the formation of a task force to take on the “antigovernment extremists.” The number of agitators arrested and charged is not precisely known but probably numbers less than two dozen. Few, if any, are ringleaders.

All that Barr has to do is contact analyst Trevor Loudon and consult his KeyWiki database to get the facts about the influence of Maoist communists on these protests and riots.

Trump Supporters Are Confused

Trump’s supporters are confused as well. The “American Greatness” website ran a story claiming that “Donald Trump is still the only man in Washington who understands that America is in trouble and the nature of the trouble it is in.” The same email message noted that Trump’s first court appointee, Neil Gorsuch, voted on the Supreme Court to give away half of Oklahoma to American Indian tribes. Gorsuch also authored a major ruling imposing transgenderism on America.

On top of this, Senator Deb Fischer, a Republican Senator from Nebraska, said, “I’m fine with it,” when asked about the Gorsuch ruling. The conservative position should be that the Gorsuch ruling was a raw power grab not based in law and the Constitution.
Fischer doesn’t want to oppose one of the most bizarre anti-family rulings ever to come down from the Court.

At a time when conservatives are calling attention to the anti-family agenda of Black Lives Matter, why are self-proclaimed “conservative” Senators defending a Court ruling that makes a mockery of the traditional sexual identities of man, woman, and child?

With Republicans like Fischer in power, it's no wonder that the National Republican Senatorial Committee is warning of a landslide loss for Republicans this November.

Except for Senator Kelly Loeffler, Republican Senators seem reluctant to directly challenge the Marxist agenda of Black Lives Matter.

Meanwhile, Trump alienates his supporters by sending out his press secretary, Kayleigh McEnany, to promote policies that are a staple of the Cultural Marxist agenda. She said “…this president is proud that in 2019 we launched a global initiative to end the criminalization of homosexuality throughout the world. He has a great record when it comes to the LGBT community. The Trump administration eased a ban on blood donations from gay and bisexual men and he launched a plan to end the AIDS epidemic by 2030, so we’re very proud of our achievements.”

Ending the AIDS epidemic is a laudable goal, but easing a ban on blood donations from male homosexuals, who are most susceptible to HIV/AIDS, should not be done at the expense of the safety of the blood supply. What’s more, exporting homosexuality is something conservatives objected to when Obama was doing it.

Trump is now under pressure to lift his ban on transgenders from the Armed Forces.

Such pressure may be coming from Republican consultants such as Karl Rove. American Crossroads, a super PAC co-founded by Trump adviser Republican Karl Rove, donated $53,000 in 2014 to a pro-homosexual Republican political group, American Unity PAC, backing gay marriage.

Rove had surfaced as an adviser to Trump campaign manager Brad Parscale, before Parscale was recently replaced by Bill Stepien.

Ken Mehlman, a former lieutenant to Karl Rove, came out of the closet and announced that he was a homosexual in August of 2010. He then launched a “Project Right Side” to make the “conservative” case for gay marriage and now push for trans rights, a reference to men who dress like women, and vice versa. This group says that many Republicans leaders are “stepping up to support freedom and inclusion for LGBT Americans.” These are identified as John Bolton, Senator Richard Burr, Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker, Nikki Haley, Senator Lisa Murkowski, and Laura Bush, among others.

Transgender Spies

Sadly, the Office of Director of National Intelligence features the rainbow colors in connection with President Trump’s former gay Director of National Intelligence (DNI),
Richard Grenell, now working with the Harvey Milk Foundation to launch those homosexual decriminalization campaigns targeting the Judeo-Christian standards of foreign countries. This is a form of homosexual imperialism.

A major figure in the homosexual movement who was murdered by a disgruntled co-worker, Harvey Milk was fond of young lovers. Though he was a "gay" man in his 30s, he had a sexual relationship with at least one underage boy (16-year-old runaway Jack Galen McKinley). Laurie Higgins described him as an "ephebophile" -- that is, an adult male who is sexually attracted to pubescent boys.

Grenell says, “I am incredibly proud to work with my friend Stuart Milk [the nephew of Harvey Milk]. Stuart’s energy and personality inspires me. Our work to decriminalize homosexuality around the world is a monumental task. We have to have 69 different strategies in this fight because what works in one doesn’t work in all. We have made progress in many countries thanks to truly brave and courageous activists working in the regions.”

Stuart Milk accepted on behalf of his uncle the highest civilian honor, the Medal of Freedom, from President Barack Obama in 2009. Photos show him posing with Obama and Joe Biden.

When Trump’s former Director of National Intelligence is working with somebody who got an award from Obama for gay activism, you know the Trump presidency is in trouble.
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